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September may have closed on a bearish note, but
Q3 was an overall strong quarter for cryptocurrency
markets dominated by the Layer 1  and NFT
sectors. Nearly every top  crypto asset   closed Q3
in-the-green, while most traditional financial assets
suffered amidst a growing risk-off environment.
This month,   a  new crypto ban out of China,
regulatory pushback against stablecoins in the U.S.,
and traditional financial headwinds dampened
August's strong  market sentiment, causing a
prolonged  bout of volatility. Derivatives markets
closed the month at a firm neutral after triggering a
liquidation spiral earlier in September. Going into
Q4, rising yields could have a stronger effect on
Bitcoin than anticipated as global financial trends
increasingly influence market sentiment. 
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Market Rally
Stalls Despite
Stellar Q3
Returns
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September was a choppy month for crypto markets although Q3 closed
well in-the-green for most crypto assets,  led by the NFT and Layer  1
sectors. NFT game  Axie Infinity’s governance token, AXS, gained a
staggering 1,200% since July. L1 platforms Terra (LUNA) and Aavalanche
(AVAX) surged 470% and 462% respectively. Solana (SOL) more than
tripled in value in Q3. In comparison, Ethereum and Bitcoin posted
modest increases of 34% and 25% over the past quarter. On the
downside, Compound (COMP) failed to recover in Q3, declining for a
second quarter in a row. Polygon (MATIC) which held its ground in Q2
edged down by 1% over the past three months.

Bitcoin and Ethereum vs. Traditional Assets 
Q3 Price Returns in %

Quarterly Returns of Top Crypto Assets

Crypto assets continue to perform
well relative to traditional assets.
We chart the Q3 returns of Bitcoin
and Ethereum and major equities
and commodities. We observe the
top cryptocurrencies outperformed
both the broad S&P 500 and tech-
heavy Nasdaq 100 in Q3. Small
caps Russell 2000 and Hong Kong’s
Hang Seng Index ended the quarter
in the red as jitters over U.S. debt
ceiling negotiations added to
China’s housing market worries.

Q2 Returns Q3 Returns

http://www.kaiko.com/


Exchanges
Grapple With
Another
Chinese
Clampdown 
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Over the past few months, China has been tightening the regulatory noose
around the crypto industry. In May, China banned all crypto mining
companies which triggered a dramatic exodus from the region. On
September 24th, crypto markets tanked nearly  10% as China intensified
its crypto crackdown by declaring all crypto transactions  illegal. To
analyse the impact of this clampdown, we chart the market share of
FTX,  Binance, Okex, and Huobi, four exchanges that have historically
operated in the region. Binance and FTX are the only exchanges to pursue
an aggressive global expansion plan. We can observe that Huobi, which
immediately announced plans to cease onboarding Chinese clients, has
lost significant market share since January 2021. FTX has gained the
most, and appears to be the least impacted by the bans out of China. 

Market Share of Spot Volumes
BTC-USDT Volume

Exchange token returns tell a similar
story. All four exchanges issue their
own  tokens enabling investors to
benefit from lower transaction fees,
vote on new coin listings, earn
passive staking rewards and of
course bet on the exchange's
success. After the ban, all four
tokens crashed, with Huobi's worst
hit, losing over 30% of its value in the
week following. However,  Binance
and FTX's tokens have rallied over
750% this year,  coinciding with their
growing market dominance. All
tokens ended Q3 in-the-green
despite briefly trending red in the
immediate aftermath of the ban.

Exchange Tokens YTD Performance

http://www.kaiko.com/


Solana's
Growing
Dominance
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Currently, a third of the top 15 crypto assets by market cap are dominated by
layer 1 tokens.  Solana is by far one of the best performers of the sector, up
more than 7,500% YTD, compared with just 300% for Ethereum. We chart the
market share of volume for L1 tokens on Binance, the world's largest exchange,
to understand how the Layer 1 bull run has shaped trader behaviour. Overall,
Ethereum's market share of volume compared with alternate L1 protocols has
dropped from 86% to 40% over the past year. Solana has by far undergone the
largest surge in market share, from less than 1% to greater than 15% by the end
of September. Solana's rise has not been without fault, as the platform suffered
almost a day-long outage mid-September.

Bid-Ask Spreads of Layer 1 Tokens
For USDT pairs on Binance

Market Share of Layer 1 Tokens on Binance
Total USDT Volumes

As investors look beyond Ethereum, we have seen a significant improvement in liquidity for layer 1 tokens. The
bid-ask spreads for nearly every Layer 1 protocol has fallen sharply on Binance since the start of the bull run.
This suggests that market makers and price takers are more actively supplying liquidity.

http://www.kaiko.com/


Volatility
Causes
Exchange
Downtime
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September was filled with a series of sharp sell-offs that overwhelmed
exchanges. On September 7th, over $3.1B worth of derivatives liquidations caused
prices to tumble and liquidity to evaporate. Nearly every large exchange reported
downtime as volumes rapidly surged to 4-month highs. Below, we chart the bid-
ask spread during the worst of the sell off. As liquidity vanished and spreads
surged, Gemini, Coinbase, Kraken, and Bitfinex all reported degraded performance.
The persisting problems that exchanges experience when faced with volatility
demonstrate why robust infrastructure is so important.

Hourly Price Change During Crash
% Price change since Sep 7th 12 pm UTC

The September 7th price crash had a uniquely V-shaped impact on markets. Within hours, prices for the top
crypto assets plummeted double digits, but quickly recovered.  In the 6 hour period from 12 pm UTC to 6pm UTC,
Polkadot registered the steepest decline of 21%, closely followed by Solana and Avalanche. Bitcoin and
Ethereum experienced relatively  tepid declines of 10% and 12% respectively. However, the markets recovered
quickly as the traders bought the dip with Solana ending the day in green +6%. 

BTC-USD Spreads
Bid-Ask Spreads on September 7th, 12 pm - 6 pm UTC

http://www.kaiko.com/


Bitcoin Perpetual Futures Open Interest in Q3

Derivatives Market Sentiment At Firm Neutral

Bitcoin Perpetuals Funding Rates in Q3
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Open interest for Bitcoin perpetual futures contracts plummeted on all exchanges in September, reversing some
of its August gains as market sentiment worsened. Despite a September slump, the value of new contracts
opened increased by 32% to $7.8B over the quarter. The increase was mainly due to fresh capital inflows to
FTX.  Open interest rose by a modest 12.5% to $2.7B on Binance while it declined slightly on Okex. Overall,
investors appear to be taking a pause on excessive leverage amidst ongoing volatility. 

For much of last month, funding rates have been hovering around 0% as market sentiment struggled to recover
following Bitcoin's bearish turn. The funding rate is the mechanism that pegs the perpetual future contract price
to the spot price of the underlying asset. When funding rates are positive, longs are paying shorts to keep their
positions open, and vice-versa. Negative funding rates suggest an overall bearish market sentiment while positive
funding rates suggest bullish behavior. Funding rates turned negative on all exchanges in the second half of
September as the market priced in yet another China crypto ban. Market sentiment remains hesitant with funding
rates ending the month in the red on Okex while turning positive on Binance and FTX.

http://www.kaiko.com/


Stablecoins
In the
Regulatory
Crosshairs

USDC vs. USDT Reserves Composition
According to Issuers of Tether and USD Coin

Stablecoin Volatility
30D Rolling Volatility of Returns
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The stablecoin market has grown exponentially since the start of the 2020
crypto bull run causing them to increasingly become the target of regulators.
Stablecoins are pegged one-to-one to a reserve asset, in this case the U.S.
Dollar, and typically issued by centralized organizations. Below, we chart the
composition of USDC and USDT reserves as reported by Circle and Tether,
each stablecoin's issuing organization. Circle holds the majority of its
reserves (61%) in cash and bank deposits while commercial papers
accounted for almost half of USDT reserves (49%). This makes Tether more
exposed to global commercial paper market volatility which could result in
insufficient reserves in the event of a "bank run", worrying regulators.

Stablecoin volatility has been on a downtrend despite concerns over adequate reserves. Below, we chart the 30-Day
volatility of the two largest stablecoins by market cap, Tether’s USDT (current circulating supply of 69 billion) and
Circle’s USD Coin (current supply of 31 billion). We observe that volatility has been on a steady downward trend over
the past year, although USDT remains more volatile than USDC despite boasting a larger supply and higher liquidity.

http://www.kaiko.com/


Markets
Navigate
Fed's 
Hawkish
Shift

Bitcoin vs. U.S. Inflation
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The Fed moved closer to scaling down its emergency monetary policy stimulus at
its September Federal Open Market Committee meeting. The U.S. central bank is
expected to start tapering its $120bn monthly bond purchases by year-end, while
the first rate hike is now predicted as soon as 2022. The move was largely
expected by the market and comes against the backdrop of high inflation prints.
The U.S core consumer prices index (CPI), which excludes volatile energy and
food prices and is often seen as a gauge of underlying long-term inflation, rose by
4% y/y in August. Following the release of the inflation report, traditional markets
sank while crypto markets rose. The move confirms a trend we have observed
since the second quarter of the year with bitcoin prices moving in the opposite
direction to inflation (chart below).

Yields on long-term U.S. Treasuries spiked in September as markets brought forward their expectations for the first
rate hike by the Fed to the end of 2022. We observe that 10-year yields have risen by 21 bps since September 23,
while yields on 5-year and 30-year bonds went up by 14bps and 23bps, respectively. Higher yields are expected to
weigh on assets valuations, especially risky assets such as tech stocks, while boosting the  financial and energy
sectors. Yields could have an adverse effect on crypto prices, which are generally viewed as risky assets. 

U.S. Treasury Yields

Core Consumer Price Index Year Over Year Growth

Yields for 5, 10 and 30- Year Treasuries 

http://www.kaiko.com/


Bitcoin vs. Copper To Gold Ratio
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Recent market jitters around Chinese real estate giant Evergrande has added
to a growing  risk-off sentiment and fueled fears that the slowdown in
Chinese growth could be more important than anticipated. Below, we chart
the ratio between copper and gold prices, which is seen as an indicator of
global risk appetite, along with the price of Bitcoin. When the ratio declines it
means that demand for safe havens (gold) is increasing and investors' risk
appetite is deteriorating. We observe that the ratio remained mostly flat over
the summer as economic uncertainties weighed on investor'demand for risk
assets, while crypto markets soared. In early September, Bitcoin appeared to
realign with falling global risk sentiment as prices crashed along with that of
traditional markets.

Ratio of the price per metric ton of copper and the price per troy ounce of gold

Bitcoin’s 30-day rolling correlation
with tech-heavy Nasdaq 100 has
increased to .51 in September, its
highest level since October 2020.
Tech stocks perform poorly when
bonds yields surge as higher yields
make high-flying equities less
attractive relative to risk-free
Treasuries. This pushes tech
valuations lower, and investors
rotate to value stocks such as
financials and energy companies,
which are expected to perform better
in rising rates environment. The
Nasdaq 100 ended the month in the
red (down 5.9%) for the first time
since March.

Bitcoin's Correlation With Nasdaq 100
Rolling 30D correlation of daily returns

A Growing
Risk-Off
Environment
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Bitcoin Law Heightens Uncertainty
in El Salvador

El Salvador Bond Spreads
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On Sep 7, El Salvador became the
first nation in the world to officially
recognise Bitcoin as legal tender.
We chart the country’s yield curve
or the spread between the 30-year
and 2-year sovereign bond to
gauge the country's economic
outlook. During a recession,
investors turn cautious in holding
short term bonds, causing the
short-term bond yields to spike
above the long-term yields and the
curve to turn negative (invert). The
yield curve has nose-dived since
the ratification of the Bitcoin law.
As of end-September,  investors
demanded a premium of over 800
bps to hold El Salvador’s short-
dated paper.

Spread between the 30-year and 2-year bonds
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